Suicidal risk factors in bipolar I and II disorder patients.
Suicidal risks may be similar in bipolar I and II disorders, but predictive risk factors are not well established for each disorder type or across cultures. Accordingly, we compared selected demographic and clinical factors for long-term association with nonlethal suicidal acts or ideation in 290 DSM-IV bipolar I (n = 204) and II (n = 86) disorder patients followed for a mean of 9.3 years at the University of Barcelona, using preliminary bivariate comparisons followed by multivariate logistic regression modeling. Rates of suicidal ideation (41.5%) and acts (19.7%) were similarly prevalent with bipolar I and II disorders and somewhat more common among women. Factors significantly and independently associated with suicidal acts were determined by multivariate modeling and ranked in order of their strength of association: suicidal ideation, more mixed episodes, Axis II comorbidity, female sex, more antidepressant trials, rapid cycling, predominant lifetime depression, having been hospitalized, older onset, and longer delay of diagnosis. Suicidal ideation was associated with suicidal acts, more antidepressant trials, predominant depressions, more mixed-episodes/year, depressive first-lifetime episodes, electroconvulsive therapy use, delay of bipolar disorder diagnosis, unemployment, melancholic features, Axis II disorders, rapid cycling, and more depressions per year. Risk factors selectively associated with suicidal risk, overall, included more mixed-states per year and melancholic features, whereas hospitalization, unemployment, and predominantly depressive recurrences were more characteristic of diagnostic subtypes. Suicidal risk-factors found to be independent of bipolar disorder diagnostic subtype included mixed-states, melancholic depressive features, and more antidepressant trials.